Landing Page Optimization
for B2B Paid Ad Campaigns
Systems, tactics and case studies to reduce acquisition cost.
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The first benefit, clarity over cuteness, is emphasized by the fitness
landing page example and we’ve seen it in our own tests as well.
Users want to see benefits that resonate with them. To do that most
effectively, you have to make this benefit absolutely clear.
“You work out smarter” is cute marketing speak but it’s unclear why
that’s beneficial to the worker (or what that even means). The variation
on the other hand is exceedingly boring, but it’s 100% clear what this
landing page is offering.
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Why Landing Page Optimization is Critical to
Low Paid Acquisition Costs
While most B2B companies know the importance of AB testing ad
copy and creative, it’s shocking how few have a dedicated process in
place to AB test their paid media landing pages with the same rigor.
But paid media landing page conversion rates are extremely important to achieving the all important low cost per acquisition (CPA).
In fact, your landing page conversion rate actually has a mathematically equal effect on cost of acquisition metrics as ad click-through rates.
So, before we dive into the strategy and tactics of landing page conversion rate optimization (CRO), we want to walk through the financial
impact of improving landing page conversion rates.
This will help motivate the rest of the guide as well as help you sell the
importance of implementing a rigorous CRO process for paid media
landing pages to company founders and management.

Financial Impact of Landing Page Conversion Rate
Let’s start with an example. A typical B2B paid media campaign has
three steps that the prospective customer should take:
Step 1: See the ad
Step 2: Click the ad (view the landing page)
Step 3: Fill a form on the landing page
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The conversion rate between Steps 2 and 3 is, of course, what we’re
interested in here, that’s the landing page conversion rate: How many
visitors to the landing page fill the form and become a lead.
Most B2B companies use the metric cost per lead (CPL) to measure
the effectiveness of this process. Let’s see how a range of different
landing page conversion rates affect CPL:

To make the math simple, we’re supposing you spend $100 for 100
clicks ($1 CPC). If the landing page converts 5% of those clicks to leads,
the company will acquire 5 leads, thus the CPL will be $20. At 10%, the
CPL reduces to $10, and at 20% the CPL reduces to $5.
So, the landing page conversion rate has an inverse linear relationship to CPL. That means, double the conversion rate, and your CPL is
halved.
This is the exact same as increasing your paid ad CTR.
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If you’re paying a fixed cost per thousand ad impressions (CPM) and you
double the click through rate, your CPC will be halved -- just like doubling
your landing page conversion rate. And, of course, paying half for per
click means you also pay half per lead (if all else stays the same).
So B2B companies should spend just as much effort on increasing
their landing page conversion rates as they do on increasing their
ad CTRs.

Landing Page Optimization is More Complex But Has
Great Utility
Landing pages, though, have a lot more content in them than ads, and
unlike ads you have nearly infinite freedom on what to put on the landing page (quality score and other regulations notwithstanding):
●
You can make your page long or short.
●
You can ad images or remove them.
●
You can place the form wherever you want.
●
You can make the form longer or shorter.
●
And many more
It’s your page, you control all details, big or small.
This means you have to be more careful when optimizing landing pages. Because there’s so much you could do, it’s easy to waste time on
irrelevant changes. You have to know which aspects of the page will
likely have the greatest impact.
This is exactly what this guide will help with. You’ll learn best practices and areas of high impact on your landing page so you optimize
efficiently.
Finally, there are some side benefits of landing page optimization beyond just reducing CPA (as if that’s not amazing by itself).
Namely, elements of “winning” landing pages (those that convert better as proven in AB tests) can be used in other parts of your marketing
5
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site and other marketing collateral. As we’ll learn below, a winning
element in a landing page test doesn’t ensure it’ll also convert better
on, say, the marketing site’s homepage, but it’s a great place to start.

Optimization Strategy: User Research
We’re going to discuss the tactics of how to improve landing page
conversion rates by testing value propositions, benefits versus features, long versus short explanations and more. But when implementing any of those tactics as AB tests, in our experience:
This is an
essential piece
of optimization
strategy that we
can’t emphasize
enough.

You will create more winning variations the better you understand
the pains and desires of your users.
Let’s walk through a case study to show this principle in action, then
outline three user research tactics we’ve found are most useful for
B2B companies.

User Research Case Study: Feature Overload
When I Work was a client of Growth Rock that sells employee scheduling software for brick and mortar businesses that have hourly employees.
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They are one of the leading platforms for this kind of software in the
industry and their offering has a lots of genuinely useful features:

These features are listed out in a separate “Features” page, so in an
AB test, we tested adding them on a landing page via static images
and text, and via a “How It Works” video and a list of feature as icons
below the video.
In other words, we tested them in multiple different ways to make sure
we weren’t only going to see effects of a particular layout, or design,
or copy.
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After over 30 days and hundreds of signups per variation, there was
no statistical difference in conversion rate.

(Note: For client confidentiality, we blur actual conversion rates.)
We even tried other variations to list features on various landing pages
and the homepage, such as this one:
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Adding this list of features reduced signups by 10%.
We should mention that these features are genuinely useful to customers. Customers use them and historically they have often requested these features. So we knew they are valuable. And yet variation
after variation of listing features in different ways did not manage to
increase conversion rates.
So we stopped and used the first user research tactic listed below:
Testimonial Analysis.
We analyzed video testimonials of When I Work customers talking
about what they liked about the product. Keep in mind, these videos
are produced by the company and heavily edited. Nonetheless, you
can hear customers describe what they like about the product in their
own words.

In these videos, customers did mention features they liked, but we
noticed two key characteristics:
1. They spent a lot of time talking about their frustrations
2.	Features were almost always wrapped around benefits that it provided their business.
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So we tested this approach via an experiment that added a short
“Benefits” section to the top of their homepage (which was constructed similar to most paid media landing pages).

This increased signups on the homepage by 10%.

(Note: Our AB testing software, Optimizely, is only showing 8% significance
because it uses a statistical model that factors in sample size, which could have
been larger. The p-value of this experiment, though, was 0.032, i.e. 97% statistical
significance. With that plus thousands of conversion events per variation across
multiple weeks, we felt comfortable calling this test.)
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Admittedly this particular example is largely an old marketing lesson
of “benefits over features”, but nonetheless, it highlights the power of
letting user research guide AB test variations.
Now let’s look at specific user research tactics you can use today to
learn more about your users actual objections, questions, and aspirations.

User Research Tactic 1: Testimonial Analysis
Analyzing testimonials from existing happy customers is an excellent
user research tactic that lets you directly hear how they describe the
benefits (and features) of your product or service.
This has two primary benefits:
1.	You can hear which features and benefits the customers’ minds
are drawn to naturally. This is often not the same as the features
and benefits that the marketers, founders, or management want to
promote.
2.	For a given feature or benefit, you get to hear the exact language
customers use to describe it. You can (and should) test this exact
language in landing page copy.
In B2C companies, you have the privilege of having hundreds or thousands of testimonials to sort through and analyze.
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But as a marketer in a B2B company, you have to get a little more creative and look through existing material from past customers.
Case Studies
Almost all B2B companies have case studies of happy clients or customers. Behind the public facing case studies are often interviews,
notes, or call recordings with them. These “raw materials” are often
where you will see which problems were most salient to them, which
features produced results for them, which results were worth highlighting and what benefits stand out.
12
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Testimonials
Some B2B companies (especially those serving a larger number of
smaller customers) often do have a decent number of testimonials.
These can be written or in video form (like the When I Work example above). Look through these testimonials carefully and categorize
what benefits and pain points the customers mention most. Also make
note of well worded phrases that describe benefits or problem/solution pairs really well -- these can and should be tested in landing page
copy directly.

User Research Tactic 2: Existing Customer Surveys
If testimonials and case study material is lacking (this is often the case),
you have to reach out to existing customers directly to get their perspective on pain points and solutions.
Email Surveys
The easiest way to do this is via email surveys. Keep questions open
ended (long form answers) and avoid multiple choice. Your goal in
these surveys is not to get quantitative metrics but rather qualitative
long form answers. Keep the survey to 5 questions maximum to not
overwhelm the customers.
Phone Surveys
Phone surveys are more involved but the information you can get from
them is far more in depth. We recommend calling via software that lets
you record (Skype with add-ons, etc.). Have a handful of open ended
questions to get them started and ask follow up questions as they
come up.
Don’t lead them. Let the customer take the conversation where they
want and note what aspects of the problem/solution dynamic their
mind goes to. This often indicates what benefits and pain points your
landing page copy should address.
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User Research Tactic 3: On Site Polls
Finally, for companies that get a decent amount of targeted traffic to
their site, consider asking select open ended questions one at a time
via on-site polls.
These can be executed easily via software like Hotjar or Qualaroo. We
prefer Hotjar as it’s less expensive and has more features:

Similar to email and phone questions, keep questions open ended.
After 10 - 50 responses (depending on your business and traffic levels), switch to a different question.

Other User Research Tactics
There are other user research tactics often used for on-site conversion optimization that you may have noticed aren’t in the above list of
three. Here are the most common and why we did not include them
for B2B companies.
Live User Walkthroughs (e.g. UserTesting.com)
Live user walkthroughs via services like UserTesting.com are more appropriate for ecommerce and complex sites because it lets you give a
task to users and see how they manage to navigate through choices.
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A B2B paid media landing page is not complicated ( just one decision:
fill out the form or not) so this is usually not necessary.
In addition most participants in these services are consumers who are
not your target audience, so the advice you get from them will be generic. You want to know what the head of HR thinks of your enterprise
HR software offer, not a random 30 year old doing user testing for
some side income in their spare time.
Heatmaps and Scrollmaps
Heatmaps and scrollmaps can be useful, but for most short B2B landing pages they will show you obvious information that you could have
guessed by yourself: Focus will be towards the top of the page, and
click activity will be on the form.
For longer pages, you can use heatmaps to see where mouse movement lingers to see which features and benefits users seem to be
paying attention to the most.
In our experience, however, this sort of heatmap data (“They lingered
on Feature X!”) pales in comparison to actually hearing existing customers give you that feedback directly via surveys and phone calls
(“This is exactly why we bought your product.”).

B2B SaaS Landing Page Optimization Best
Practices
It’s worth emphasizing our core strategy before we start this section:
talk to your customers directly so you have a better probability of
designing winning variations via any of the tactics in this section.
That said, after running many AB tests across different verticals, we’ve
found a few guiding principles that generally help improve landing
page conversion rates.
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As Best Practice #3 details, you must test these ideas yourself as not
all ideas work in all cases, but these provide a great foundation with
which to optimize your landing page conversion rates.

#1: Ruthlessly Limit Calls To Action
Look at the top of this landing page for Zoho CRM.

This is where they are sending Adwords traffic for the term “Sales
CRM”.
Now look at Zoho CRM’s page on their marketing site:
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Both pages have the same purpose. To get you to start a free trial. But
the notice that the landing page has no links at the top. On the marketing site, there is a full navbar at the top of the page.
There are also links galore throughout the page:

But not on the landing page. Even the bottom of the landing page has
only one footer link to their terms of service and two alternative calls
to action to download their mobile apps.
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This is intentional. Business after business, and test after test has
found that:
Limiting the calls to action that the user can take on a landing page
increases PPC landing page conversion rates.
On the entire Zoho landing page, I counted 4 actions the user could
take: the Get Started form, App Store download, Google Play download, and the Terms of Service link.
On the marketing site, I counted 30 different links that could be click
before I stopped counting!
Oli Gardner of Unbounce has coined the term “Attention Ratio” to refer
to this phenomenon, defined as: “The ratio of links on a landing page
to the number of campaign conversion goals.”
The Zoho landing page has an attention ratio of 4:1, whereas the Zoho
marketing site’s CRM page has an attention ratio of at least 30:1.
In general, the lower the attention ratio, the higher the conversion rate.
In this case study on the VWO blog, a wedding registry site with a
“start now” CTA increased conversion rates on their landing page by
100% by removing their top navigation bar.
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And Unbounce tested this attention ratio on one of its own ebook
download landing pages and saw a 31% increase in downloads when
reducing the attention ratio from 10:1 to 1:1.
Action Item
Stop and take a look at your PPC landing pages. Count the number of
actions a user could take. What’s the attention ratio?
If it’s not close to 1:1, queue up a test to reduce the attention ratio to 1:1
or as close as possible.

#2: Ad-to-Landing Page Scent Matching
Another best practice that has seen repeated success reported by
many different businesses is matching the copy and design of landing pages to the ads that precede them. (Calling this concept “scent
matching” comes from Peep Laja.)
Consider the company we learned about earlier, When I Work, that
makes employee scheduling software for brick and mortar businesses.
In one Facebook campaign, they had three different ad creatives:
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They were sending traffic to the same landing page from all three ads:

So we created a version of the landing page that matched the design
and copy of the ad creative:
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For this particular “red” ad creative, we saw a 42% increase in signups.
(Note: Exact conversion rates redacted for client confidentiality.)
Action Items
Look at your top ad campaigns by spend.
Is the traffic being sent to unique landing pages that match the ad
copy and creative? If not, run an AB test on the landing page where
you create a variation that matches the design and copy of the ad
But, like all AB test “best practices”, there are exceptions to this rule,
which brings us to the next principle and case study.

#3: Don’t Assume Results Will Transfer
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To continue the previous example, we also tested sending the green
Facebook ad traffic to a matching landing page:

This reduced conversions by 32% before we ended the test.
How could this be?!
We are testing the same principle (scent matching) on an ad for the
same product (When I Work scheduling software), with traffic from the
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same platform and targeting conditions (Facebook), and it has starkly
different results than the red ad and landing page.
This is a critical lesson in conversion optimization in general:
Don’t assume results in one context will transfer to other contexts.
It would have been easy to take the red ad/landing page results and
widely apply that to the rest of the businesses’ PPC campaigns, but as
the results above show, that can hurt the business.
Copying Competitors is Especially Dangerous
We often see companies implementing UI/UX changes with the hope
of increasing conversion rate because they saw a particular element
on a competitors site.
If results can contradict for campaigns within the same company, it
is especially dangerous to assume a competitor' site treatments will
work on your site or landing pages.
But this sort of copying is rampant.
For example look at the hero unit of one of When I Work’s competitors’
home pages:
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Compare it to the When I Work homepage hero unit from the beginning of this guide and you’ll see it’s eerily similar:
●
The layout of the headline, the subheadline, and the copy below that.
●
The screenshot peeking above the fold
●
The watch video link above the screenshot
●
The exact copy of the navbar call to action (“Pricing and Signup”)
Some of the elements of this hero unit were tested and known to
increase conversion rate, but others were tested and shown to decrease it. For example, we tested adding “No credit card required”
and it hurt conversion rate, they haven’t noticed this (and likely haven’t
tested it themselves) so it’s still on their site.
But if you blanket copy competitors like Zip Schedules, without testing
yourself, you won’t know these things.

#4: Focus on Large Changes, Not Small
So if we shouldn’t copy competitors (or even our other tests) on our
own landing pages, what should we test for ourselves?
One of the biggest mistakes we see companies make with initial AB
testing is testing tiny changes.
They see results published on blogs like this:

Where a hosting company changed one image (from a dated globe to
a lock) and supposedly saw a 200% increase in signups.
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Or this:

Arguably the most cliche AB testing “tale” of changing a button color
and from green to red and seeing, in this case, a 21% increase in signups.
And they begin testing similar things on their own landing pages: single images, a word or two of copy, button colors.
Like anything,
there are
definitely
exceptions to this
rule as well, keep
reading.

But after running countless AB tests for businesses of many different
shapes and sizes, we’ve seen this general trend: Small changes yield
small differences, large changes can yield large differences.
For example, a crowdfunding site we worked with wanted to test
changing the copy of a call to action from “Donate” to “Become a Donor” because they had seen the latter phrasing elsewhere.
This yielded no difference in donations after hundreds of thousands of
visitors were sent through this test:
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This is not to say CTA copy can’t change conversion rates, it certainly
can. We changed the CTA to a newsletter signup page on the navbar

of an SEO training site and saw a more than double the clicks across
multiple variations:
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But the reasoning behind the small changes that yield big results are
important to not ignore.
That is, I’d argue that the “globe to lock” change in the hosting company example was not in fact that small of a change. Security is important
to web visitors and a lock conveys this much better than a dated, generic image of a globe.
But to extrapolate that result and say “Let’s change this random image
on our homepage” will likely yield few useful results for you.
Similarly, the green to red button color in the second example made
sense for that company because their branding (e.g. logo) is green
so a red button contrasts and draws attention to the CTA more than
green. There is nothing special about red as a button color, but there
is something special about drawing visual attention to the CTA on a
page.
Finally, in the last two examples, “Donate Now” and “Become a Donor”
effectively tell the user the same thing, whereas in the SEO navbar link
experiment, we changed value-less copy “Newsletter” to value-filled
copy “Double Your Traffic” or “Proven SEO Tips”.
But in general, it’s not easy to see big results from small changes.

Important Large Change to Test: Length of Your Landing
Page
For PPC funnels, one of the first “large” variations to test is the length
of the landing page.
There is a generally accepted rule in conversion optimization that
more complex or more expensive products need longer landing pages and explanation than simple products.
We have seen this hold true, but the grey areas of this rule are plentiful.
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●
●
●

How complex is your product?
How long should your page actually be?
Is your product expensive?

These are subjective terms. So testing is essential here.
In one example, Highrise, a CRM made by the same company that
makes the popular project management software Basecamp, tested
a very long version of their homepage and saw a 37% increase in
signups:

These sorts of tests take a lot more work to execute than a changing
button colors, but the results can be transformative.
This is,
admittedly, not
a B2B example,
but the lessons
are still useful to
consider.

In another, example, we created a long landing page for an online mattress ecommerce company that was sending branded adwords traffic
to their homepage and saw a 25% increase in “Proceed to Checkout”
clicks:
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It’s Okay to Isolate Reasons Later
A large change in your landing page can, of course, lead you to wonder what exactly caused the increase or decrease in conversion rate.
For example, in the last example, we added more explanation, testimonials, a price comparison and more, which of these was responsible for the increase in proceed to checkout clicks?
You can test this after the first test by simply running variations of the
winner with different elements removed and isolated.
The benefit of testing like this -- large changes at once, then systematically isolating elements -- is that you can get statistical significance
with the large change even if the individual elements by themselves
wouldn’t produce a large enough change to reach statistical significance in a reasonable timeframe.
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Test Shorter Landing Pages As Well
Finally, if you have a long landing page already, and a shorter version
hasn’t been tested, it should be.
Designboost.net started out with a long homepage and, when testing
a much shorter version, saw 13% more signups:

This case study reminds us that the lesson is not that long pages are
better than shorter ones (or the opposite), but rather that you must
find the balance of information vs. clarity that works for your product,
audience, and traffic source.
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#5: Test Value Propositions and Benefits
Finally, after you’ve reduced your landing page’s attention ratio, tested page length, and tested matching ad copy and creative, the next
place to focus is on the core messaging of the page: value proposition and benefits.
This is typically done by varying the headline and core benefits of the
landing page.
People skim webpages, looking for salient information to stop and
read more carefully. So on a landing page, the headline and key bullet
points or supporting copy can have large impacts on conversion rate.
For example, as we outlined in the first section of this guide (User
Research), we added this benefit section to the top of When I Work’s
homepage (right under the hero unit) and saw a 10% increase in signups.

We ended up testing and rolling this out on all landing pages as well.
In another example, Michael Aagard changed the headline of a Danish fitness business’s landing page from cute to simple and saw a 38%
lift in paid memberships:
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Or a trucking company dramatically changed the hero unit of their
landing page including dramatically simplifying and heavily emphasizing its value proposition:

You can see the heavy emphasis on free rates in the variation that is
nowhere near as clear or scannable in the original. All changes on the
two pages resulted in a 232% increase in leads generated from the
variation.
Whereas, for one of our SaaS clients, removing the mention of “Free”
and “No credit card required” improved signups by 73%.
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What’s the Lesson? Look to User Research
Taken together, these different case studies present a seemingly illogical, random, even contradictory set of lessons. The trucking page
hugely emphasized “FREE” whereas our last example removed any
mention of “Free” and saw an increase.
Here’s how to answer that question. In our experience three
principles about value proposition and messaging have held
true over time and they can help you answer that (and other)
questions:

1.

Choose clarity over cuteness

2. Choose benefits over features
3. Think carefully about what users are telling you
1. Clarity Over Cuteness
The first benefit, clarity over cuteness, is emphasized by the fitness
landing page example and we’ve seen it in our own tests as well.
Users want to see benefits that resonate with them. To do that most
effectively, you have to make this benefit absolutely clear.
“You work out smarter” is cute marketing speak but it’s unclear why
that’s beneficial to the worker (or what that even means). The variation
on the other hand is exceedingly boring, but it’s 100% clear what this
landing page is offering.
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2. Choose Benefits over Features
We’ve discussed this earlier in the guide but it’s worth emphasizing
here. It is absolutely essential that you test precise value propositions
(e.g. benefits) on the landing page. This is, more often than not, not
features, but specific benefits that cause users to want to sign up.
Brainstorm what those are, state them absolutely clearly, and remove
other distractions so these benefits are emphasized.
Finally, to figure out which benefits to emphasize, we lean on our third
rule.
3. Listen to Users
We want to close by bringing this guide full circle back to your users.
They will tell you which benefits resonate with them. Either by in person or phone conversations, in emailed surveys or when writing out
testimonials for your product or service.
Get unfiltered feedback directly from them. Find patterns in which
benefits they emphasize (and which benefits your team wants to tout
but users don’t talk about). Use their exact phrasing.
If you found this guide useful and want further help optimizing your
B2B landing pages, reach out to us at GrowthRock.co or directly to
the author, the founder of Growth Rock, Devesh Khanal at devesh@
deveshdesign.com.
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